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Worldwide the increasing requirement to protect confidential
information, the continued high use of office paper, combined
with greater awareness of the need to recycle has fuelled explosive growth in the document destruction industry.
AXO have assisted entrepreneurs in North America, Australia,
Europe and around the globe to enter the mobile document
shredding industry, providing equipment, operations advice
and marketing collateral.
In the US alone corporations lose an estimated US$24 billion
each year to information theft, with billions also lost in the UK
and Europe. According to the National Association for Information Destruction (NAID), document destruction is a US$1.2
billion industry in the United States.
On-site mobile document destruction has emerged as the
most secure and efficient method of destroying confidential
documents. According to NAID, 50% of the businesses offering mobile document destruction are start-up companies.
There is an increasing need for more entrepreneurs to meet
this surging industry demand.
On a daily basis almost all Businesses, Government Departments, Financial Services, Technological Industries and Health
Care Providers and many others who are handling private information, have a legal or moral obligation to protect this information and dispose of it responsibly when no longer needed.
The most accepted, cost effective, environmentally friendly and
certain way of disposing of this information is by on-site mobile
secure shredding.

The AXO Metro 7.5ton Mobile Shredding Truck has been specifically designed for operating in congested Metropolitan areas. The
lightweight design reduces operating costs whilst still retaining AXO’s
proven shredding system & reliability. With a high throughput of 1000
– 1200kg per hour and payload capacity of 2.2 tons the AXO Metro
is perfect for new start up operations.
The Metro is offered as a turn-key package mounted on a Hino 300
Series 816 7.5 ton GVW Cab/Chassis.

high recurring demand

An on-site security shredding business is perfect for start-up
operations or as a compliment to an existing business. It requires few staff and has low overheads. This industry is stable,
sales-driven and has proven growth potential.
Recurring revenue is earned by placing document collection
bins, consoles or bags with customers, and shredding the
contents on a regular basis. Additional fees are earned from
large one-off purge jobs that occur when offices are shifted or
old files deleted in bulk. The destroyed paper is a recyclable
commodity that creates a third ongoing revenue stream.
AXO supplies trucks not franchises, so there are no franchise
fees, royalties, territory restrictions or exit fees.

AXO 408 Mobile Australasia

The AXO 408 is an excellent around-city vehicle and is easily maneuverable around tight streets or dockways because of it compact
size but it also has the ability to power and carry the AXO equipment
and achieve a payload ratio to GVW which is the best in our product
range and in the industry
The AXO 408 is offered as a turn-key package mounted on a Hino
300 Series 916 8.5 ton GVW Cab/Chassis.

AXO Mobile Document Shredding Trucks offer superior combination of throughput, payload and reliability. This means greater revenue potential and ultimately greater proﬁt, backed up by
AXO service technicians based in strategic worldwide locations
and supported by our Network of Service Providers.
AXO has a wealth of industry experience and knowledge in
designing solutions to suit varying local requirements. AXO can
assist you with start-up information and ideas, including advertising, web site design and business operation plans.
Does the high growth mobile document shredding industry interest you? Take your ﬁrst step to ﬁnancial independence by
contacting AXO Shredders today.

AXO 608 Mobile Australasia

The AXO 608 Mobile has an impressive throughput rate of 2,500kg
per hour combined with a payload capacity of 5,000kg the 608 Mobile is an extremely profitable option for operators who are processing large volumes of paper.
The AXO 608 is offered as a turn-key package on the Hino 500 Series 16 ton GVW Cab/Chassis
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